The small CRISPR-derived RNAs of bacteria and archaea provide adaptive immunity by targeting the DNA of invading viruses and plasmids. Hale et al. (2009) now report on a new variant CRISPR/ Cas complex in the archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus that uses guide RNAs to specifically target and cleave RNA not DNA.
The "Holy Grail" of meiosis is to understand how chromosomes find their partners during early meiotic prophase. The process of pairing can be broken down into two components, homolog recognition and synapsis (the intimate association of two homologous chromosomes with the synaptonemal complex) (Page and Hawley, 2004) . In many organisms, homolog recognition is facilitated by the association of chromosome ends, or sites near the near the ends, with the nuclear envelope. Two papers in this issue (Penkner et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2009) show that pairing during meiosis in C. elegans depends on the interaction of the pairing centers with the microtubule cytoskeleton via protein bridges that span the nuclear envelope. Moreover, Sato et al. (2009) also demonstrate that dynein plays a critical role in licensing synapsis to homologous pairs of chromosomes.
Localized to the inner and outer nuclear membranes, respectively, the SUN/KASH proteins SUN-1 and ZYG-12 are thought to form a bridge connecting the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm ( Figure  1 ). Indeed, SUN-1 is essential to anchor ZYG-12 in the outer nuclear envelope, and there is a direct connection between ZYG-12 and dynein (Malone et al., 2003) . Moreover, ZYG-12-mediated recruitment of dynein to the nuclear envelope is required for microtubule organization and nuclear positioning within the syncytial gonad (Zhou et al., 2009) .
It is thus reasonable to suggest that these proteins form a bridge that connects the pairing centers to dynein and the microtubule cytoskeleton. Indeed, during early meiotic prophase, both the pairing centers and SUN-1/ZYG-12 bridge proteins are drawn together into patches on the nuclear envelope in a microtubule-dependent manner . Extending the previous findings of Penkner et al. (2007) that SUN-1 is required for the formation of aggregates of ZYG-12, Sato et al. and Penkner et al. show that both SUN-1 and pairing centers colocalize to these patches during early prophase, presumably via an interaction of the zinc-finger proteins that bind to the pairing centers with SUN-1 ).
Three lines of evidence support the view that patch formation facilitates homolog pairing. First, mutations in the sun-1 gene sharply reduce homolog pairing (Penkner et al. 2007 ). Second, the formation of nuclear envelope clusters, pairing, and synapsis are inhibited by the treatment of early prophase nuclei with drugs that inhibit microtubule polymerization, whereas these events are not affected by an actin-depolymerizing agent ). Third, Sato et al. utilize an unusual mutant in the gene encoding HIM-8, a protein that binds the X chromosome pairing center, to illustrate the importance of patch formation for pairing and synapsis. This mutant protein allows attachment of the X chromosomal pairing centers to the nuclear envelope, but it cannot promote their association with patches, and pairing and synapsis are blocked. Thus, coalescence of pairing centers into clusters and their subsequent association with other components play a critical role in facilitating interactions between pairing centers and the initiation of synapsis.
Sato et al. further demonstrate that the failure of even a single chromosome to associate with a patch, and thus undergo synapsis, blocks dissociation of the entire patch and extends the patchcontaining region of the gonad. Therefore, a single unsynapsed chromosome pair is able to delay meiotic progression of the entire nucleus in much the same way that a single unattached kinetochore is able to delay the onset of anaphase in a mitotic cell. These observations may lead to an understanding of the mechanism by which a checkpoint monitors synapsis between homologous chromosomes (Bhalla and Dernburg, 2005) .
Consistent with a role of dynein and microtubules in the aggregation of pairing centers and their associated bridge proteins into patches, mutants in the dhc-1 gene, which encodes the dynein heavy chain, delay (but do not prevent) the establishment of pairing ). This suggests that although dynein may play a major role in mediating patch formation/pairing, that role is not exclusive, and other motors may be able to facilitate movement. However, a detailed examination of dynein-deficient animals reveals a far more striking and curious defect: even once the aggregation of pairing centers is established in more than 90% of nuclei, the synaptonemal complex fails to form between Meiotic pairing in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is facilitated by chromosomal sites known as pairing centers that are tethered to the nuclear envelope. Sato et al. (2009) and Penkner et al. (2009) provide insight into how proteins linking pairing centers and the microtubule cytoskeleton mediate homolog pairing and restrict synapsis to homologous pairs of chromosomes.
paired homologs. This failure reflects an inability to incorporate the transverse filament or "bridge" proteins that connect the axial elements of the two homologs.
To explain these observations, Sato et al. propose that the primary function of dynein is to limit the initiation of synapsis to properly paired homologs. Because the loss of either SUN-1 or ZYG-12 results in promiscuous nonhomologous synapsis (Penkner et al., 2007 (Penkner et al., , 2009 Sato et al., 2009 ), Sato et al. suggest that dynein acts by overcoming an inhibitory effect of these nuclear envelope components on synapsis. They verify that prediction by demonstrating that the loss of SUN-1 alleviates the synapsis defect observed in dhc-1 mutants, allowing promiscuous synapsis between nonhomologous chromosomes.
Stepping back, we see a picture in which pairing centers connected to microtubules are drawn together to form complex patches. Although patches promote the aggregation of pairing centers, nuclear envelope attachment also acts to block synapsis, presumably to prevent the synapsis of homologs connected together by the interaction of nonhomologous pairing centers. Dynein pulls these associations apart, an action that can be countered only by the recognition of actual homology surrounding properly linked pairing centers. When pairing centers are improperly paired, they are quickly separated. But properly linked pairing centers resist the opposing pull of dynein creating a mechanical stress that lifts the impediment to synapsis created by SUN-1.
Despite the elegance of this model, several important questions remain, such as how patch formation is regulated so that it occurs only at a specific time and place during meiosis, and how patches are dissolved after pairing and synapsis have been completed. Part of the answer may lie in the observation by Penkner et al. that mutations of several of the seven phosphorylation sites in SUN-1 affect progression through meiosis, including the extent and duration of patch formation. Both Penkner et al. and Sato et al. demonstrate that the kinase CHK-2 is essential for patch formation, suggesting that it may directly affect pairing and synapsis through SUN-1. However, it is also possible that CHK-2 is required for an early meiotic event that precedes conversion to the patch stage. Additional analysis of the targets of CHK-2 and the kinases that phosphorylate SUN-1 are needed to sort out how patch assembly is dynamically regulated.
It is also not clear whether interactions between pairing centers and SUN-1 fully explain the connection between pairing centers and the nuclear envelope, given that pairing centers still associate with the nuclear envelope in both zyg-12 and sun-1 mutants (Penkner et al., 2007 (Penkner et al., , 2009 Sato et al., 2009 ). Although these mutants may simply disrupt a meiosis-specific modification of SUN-1 required for pairing center formation and synapsis, as suggested by Penkner et al., it is also possible that another unknown membrane-associated nuclear factor tethers pairing centers to the nuclear envelope and to the SUN-1/ ZYG-12 complex.
Extensive studies of factors required for the meiosis-specific chromosome reorganization and subsequent "horsetail" movement in fission yeast indicate a requirement not only for the SUN protein Sad1, the KASH protein Kms1, and the telomere-binding protein Taz1, but also the involvement of Bqt1-4, which serve as bridging factors between the Taz1-telomere complex and the N terminus of Sad1 (Chikashige et al., 2009) . Similarly, in budding yeast, Ndj1 may facilitate interaction between Rap1 at telomere ends and the N terminus of Mps3, the SUN protein (reviewed in Koszul and Kleckner, 2009 ). Because of differences in the DNA sequences that serve to facilitate pairing and synapsis in each organism, as well as the considerable diversity in the N-terminal tails of SUN proteins, it seems highly likely that C. elegans will utilize a unique factor to mediate the interaction between the pairing center and SUN-1.
Future studies will determine whether dynein-mediated interactions between chromosomes and the microtubule cytoskeleton are a general property of 
SUN/KASH Proteins Function in Pairing and Synapsis
A bridge across the nuclear membrane is formed by the KASH protein ZYG-12 and the protein SUN-1. ZYG-12 directly interacts with dynein, which can walk along microtubules in the cytoplasm. Because of this connection through the nuclear envelope, the energy of microtubule movement is transmitted to chromosomes, which are attached to SUN-1 via their pairing centers. Binding of pairing center proteins, such as ZIM1-3 or HIM-8, to SUN-1 is probably indirect and may require either a meiosis-specific phosphorylation of SUN-1 or an unidentified membrane-associated protein. The formation of pairing center/ SUN-1/ZYG-12 patches may involve oligomerization of SUN-1 and ZYG-12. Completion of the patch leads to the pairing of homologous chromosomes, a prerequisite for synapsis along the length of the chromosomes.
other meiotic systems, and whether such interactions also play a role in mitotic processes such as DNA repair (see Koszul and Kleckner, 2009 for discussion of these ideas and comparison to actin-based systems of meiotic chromosome movement). For now, the take-home lesson (at least in C. elegans) is that pairing may reflect the ability of microtubule motors to pull chromosomes together, while testing homology, and that the initiation of synapsis likely involves attempts to pull the chromosomes apart. The central question shifts from what factors allow the initiation of synapsis to what factors are required to lift the blocks that inhibit itand in doing so prevent synapsis between nonhomologous chromosomes. In the ongoing arms race with mobile genetic elements (viruses and plasmids), all forms of cellular life appear to have evolved sophisticated resistance mechanisms. The RNA interference (RNAi) system of eukaryotes uses small RNA molecules to specifically silence gene expression by targeting RNA, including that of invading RNA viruses (reviewed in Jinek and Doudna, 2009) . A completely distinct RNA-based defense system has recently been discovered in prokaryotes (reviewed in van der Oost et al., 2009 ). This system consists of clusters of repetitive chromosomal DNA, the so-called CRISPRs, in which short DNA repeats are separated by short spacers. The discovery that the sequences of these spacers are often identical to DNA fragments from either viruses or plasmids has led to the hypothesis that they provide the "memory" for a new host defense system, akin to a blacklist of unwanted visitors. Eight CRISPR/Cas subtypes have been recognized that, apart from two conserved proteins (Cas1, Cas2), consist of distinct sets of CRISPR-associated proteins (Haft et al., 2005) . A number of studies now suggest that small CRISPR-derived RNAs (crRNAs, also called psiRNAs) directly target the DNA of invading viruses or plasmids. In this issue of Cell, Hale et al. (2009) describe a new CRISPR/Cas complex in the archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus that does not interfere at the DNA level but rather binds and cleaves complementary RNA. This study shows that prokaryotes have a host defense system that is analogous to the RNAi system of eukaryotes.
The first study with experimental proof of the CRISPR immune system showed that variants of the bacterium Streptococcus thermophilus that survived an attack by viruses had acquired new CRISPR spacers derived from both coding and template strands of the viral genome (Barrangou et al., 2007) . Both types of spacers provided immunity, suggesting a mechanism different from antisense RNA. A subsequent study in Escherichia coli revealed an effector protein complex called Cascade, the CRISPR-associated complex for antiviral defense. One of the Cascade subunits appeared to be an endoribonuclease responsible for the specific cleavage of a long precursor CRISPR transcript into mature crRNAs. An E. coli strain became resistant to infection by phage lambda when it was equipped with
